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ASSEMBLY COMMITTEE ON HUMAN SERVICES

Public Hearing
ADMINISTRATION AND FUNDING OF REFUGEE PROGRAMS
San Diego, California
October 16, 1981

CHAIRMAN BILL LOCKYER:
Good morning and welcome to
this hearing of the Assembly Human Services Committee. Our
Committee, charged with the task of reviewing policy matters
relating to social services and public assistance, meets today
to review the status of California's network of programs serving
our refugee population.
We figured the best way to do that is
to hear from the people in the field providing those services
in the areas where they're most needed. Under adverse circumstances you're called upon to service nearly 200,000 refugees
who've entered the State as primary or secondary immigrants.
With a dwindling pot of money, you're told to teach English,
find jobs, provide vocational training, and are still expected
to direct and counsel in the full spectrum of social services
available to serve these people. We want to know how you are
doing under these circumstances.
Obviously, the Legislature is severely limited in what
we are able to do to improve refugee assistance and to ease the
burden, since most of what we do do is pursuant to federal
guidelines.
There are, however, at least three things we're
hoping to concentrate on today.
If there's something you'd like
to add to the list we'll certainly do that.
First, the Legislature imposed budget control language
this last year which limited state-administered grants to the
provision of job-related services for new arrivals and timeexpired assistance recipients.
We're curious about how that's
affected your program -- the specific impact, perhaps what we
ought to be considering for budget control language in next year's
budget.
Secondly, this State is far and away the destination
of the greatest number of refugees, but does not receive its
full share of refugee funding from the federal government. We're
trying to see if there's anything to be done to improve that
situation. How can we effectively convince our congressional
delegation or the executive officers that California's refugee
programs are needy?

Lastly, we'd like to try to understand something of
your specific experiences with the state administration in funding
and overseeing programs.
Because of our oversight capac y and
direct responsibility to monitor those departments, we hope to
understand how
icient they may have been or how cooperative
1n serving you and what improvements might be possible.
Our presence is an indication of the importance we
attach to your tasks and our acknowledgement of your efforts in
welcoming the thousands of new peop
to this country.
I think
there is a growing awareness of the scope of the resettlement
problem and of the potential for problems over future years.
Clearly, we can't pit one group against another in competition
for declining services and assistance and we cannot permit our
native citizens to view newly entering, potential citizens as
the source of their own problems.
So, while we don't expect you
to perform your awesome chores if we take away your financial
tools, or limit your ability to make good choices regarding the
best way to serve those clients, we do need your thoughts and
suggestions on how to avoid some of those constrictions and
constraints we seem to have put in the state budget in the past.
So, thank you for joining us. My name is Bill Lockyer,
Chairman of the Human Services Committee from Alameda County.
I'd like you to meet Assemblywoman Gwen Moore from Los Angeles;
the Committee staff, Greg Schmidt and Maria Husum; from Speaker
Willie Brown's Office, Lind~ Unruh and Kevin Acebo, and the
sergeant at arms.
We know what our focus is but please don't feel constrained by that.
If there are specific things that people want
to address that they think will help us in understanding the
issues, we'd appreciate your assistance.
We'll go down the sign-up list and ask for people to
not be repetitive.
The first person signed in is Beverly Yip.
BEVERLY YIP:
Good morning. Welcome to San Diego.
My name is Beverly Yip.
I'm the Executive Director of the Union
of Pan Asian Communities.
I have written testimony I will hand
in to the sergeant at arms.
The Union of Pan Asian Communities has been involved
in assisting Indochinese refugees since the Spring of 1975.
President Ford and Congress authorized the entrance of over
250,000 Indochinese whose lives were in jeopardy because of their
previous involvement with the United States.
For several years,
both the federal and state governments viewed the refugees as a
temporary problem and thought that the flow of refugees would
stop.
Instead of stopping, the stream of people pouring out
of Cambodia, Laos and Vietnam continued at a high level until the
temporary camps in Thailand, the Phillipines, Malaysia and Hong
Kong burst at the seams.
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The federal gover~Ment reco
zed
s res
sibility
funded a network of services which were very successful in
helping transition the refugees to life
the United States.
They seemed to have abandoned the
commitment at a time when
it is most critical.
Unl
the early 1975 refugees who were relat
well educated, urban and west
ed, and who were
to
trans ional camps in the U.S., the second wave of
have experienced extreme hardships. They may have languished
in crowded, unsanitary camps for over a year or more, suffered
diseases and malnutrition, victims of p
es and rapists, and
generally extremely traumatized. The characteristics of the
refugees changed from well educated, city dwe
who had
transferable skills to rural, less educated, less west
persons with little or no English skills.
ear
wave were
predominantly Vietnamese, the second wave consisted of ethnic
Chinese, Cambodians, Lao, Hmong and rural Vietnamese. These
refugees came from lives quite foreign to that
the U.S.
San Diego developed, over the six years, a system of
services that was quite effective
light of the uncertain
status and funding of the refugee program. This is attested
to by the
that San Diego has only 10 percent of the public
assistance caseload in the State but over 20 percent of the
refugee population.
This demonstrated and workable system has now been
thrown overboard. During the budget deliberat
, dramatic
and far reaching changes were instituted with only cursory
attempts to investigate the potential impact of such changes.
Reason and reality were disregarded in their haste to avert
poss
increased pressure on state funds.
In the short time since the new
were imposed, we can predict the following:

strative guidelines

e

One hundred percent coverage for health screening of new arrivals
will be impossible because the programs are not allowed to assist
the new refugees in getting to their appointed cl
s. Many
will miss their followup appointments.

•

One hundred percent coverage for health screening of new arrivals
will be impossible because the programs are not allowed to do
outreach. Refugees are quite mobile during their early months
a er arrival.
Forwarding addresses are not available in most
instances. Without a concerted effort to locate them, they will
be "lost."

•

ity of health care for refugees will be gravely diminished
because translation services for health care other than
communicable diseases cannot be provided.

•

There will be a greater incidence of severe mental health problems
because early preventive services will not be available.
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•

The community in general will experience
frustration
new
arrivals
will
and anger towards new refugees because the
new
corr@unities.
not receive necessary orientation to the

•

The schools will experience greater difficulty in ensuring that
refugee children have received required immunization and
necessary health care to ensure that the children will be able
to utilize to the fullest the educational opportunities that are
available.

•

English as a second language classes and training programs will
be less effective because of the increased stresses and burdens
placed on the refugees.
We have two people from our project, one from our mental
health clinic which will be terminating and one from our health
support services who will provide you with more detail.
CHAIRMAN LOCKYER:
Thank you very much.
Let me be sure
to introduce a person you all know from your own area, of course,
Assemblyman Larry Kapiloff.
MARY GALLAGHER:
I'm Mary Gallagher and I'm Supervisor
of Mental Health Services at Indochinese Service Center. As
Mrs. Yip just indicated, those services will be provided until
October 30 and at the end of November there will be limited
mental health services available. At the end of November, San
Diego will not have any mental health services available for the
refugee population.
During the last ten months, I think the mental health
services at the Indochinese Service Center have clearly
documented and identified the need for these services.
I'd
like to add that the referrals to the mental health service unit
over the past month have increased each month, not decreased.
The need, I think, is just beginning to be identi ed.
I would like to talk about the three primary reasons
that I think the mental health servlces are so very needed in
San Diego.
The first reason is because of the mental health demand
of that particular population. Mrs. Yip mentioned the history
of these people and I think the public is
well aware at
this point of the trauma that refugees experience.
The loss of
families through death or separation, the chronic stress that
people have been under through their war situation in the camps
and in trying to merge into a very different society as well as
the cultural shock of having to make major adjustments in a very
short period of time have created very serious emotional problems,
some of which are depression, isolation, immobilization, suicide
-- many, many psychosomatic difficulties that are currently often
being misdiagnosed. There is much family dysfunction and that
can be capsulized in talking about role difficulties in adjusting
to our values in the family system, generational conflicts. As
children become assimilated in our culture much more rapidly than
their parents and elders, spousal abuse, and child abuse arise
as ~roducts of that stress and conflict.
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These problems are real and
s
at's
there's a need.
Current mainstream mental health serv
address those difficulties -- there's a cultural gap
impossible and I feel very qualified to say that hav
worked as a mental health professional with Indoch
se
pro ssionals.
I could not possibly be
in without working with those people.
If
l
mental health services are des
ed
ation, I
think that many more problems will deve
be alleviated.
The differences in cultural values,
structure, and
emotional expression can really cause
le
if they're inappropriately dealt with.
The other thing that is a problem is the
that
there's no identifiable translatable titles for the
services that are needed in their own culture.
There's no such
thing as a soc
worker. The idea of pay
someone outside
the family to come in and provide intervention and serv
lS
an alien concept. There really needs to be an intermed
in
that process who's attuned to the way to bring in people ln need
of those services and to link them up with the
e
serv
s.
There is a third reason for the need for s
es.
Frequently, because of the circumstances and because of the
cultural differences, problems reach a crisis
there's a
po
of intervention. More and more, the peo
our un
have been able to identify and locate problems before they've
to a crisis. Still, I believe because of the cultural
differences and defin ions of mental health, many, many things
get to be serious family crises before they are ident
ed.
There's a need for responding to those situations immediately,
not simply for vague recognition and a promise to find other
ple to intervene sometime in the
Without the means
of responding immediately to those crises, there are many
heartbreaking situations that can occur.
I foresee s
ions
where child protective services are being forced to remove
children from families when they cannot assess whether there's
abuse or not, children being separated from parents and not
knowing where they're going, not being able to speak the language,
putting into shelters without having any idea of why they've
been separated.
People might be placed in institutions without
any communication or awareness of why that's
ning,
ect
to personnel in institutions who are not able to have any
or d
t
tool for assessing what the problems
person are.
I can talk for the rest of the day on situations
I believe would have been very critical and traumat
were there
not someone available who was trained in traditional mental
health services to provide the translation of culture as well
as 1
I'd like to conclude in reiterat
that without
paraprofessionals to identify the problems, there will be
increasing crises and increasing difficulties for the co~munity.
Pressures will be put on police departments, crisis clinics and
emergency rooms that can't interpret some of the psychosomatic
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difficulties.
Fire departments and all of the other community
services that will be forced to intervene will not know how and
will really suffer the consequences as well as the population.
Two final things:
I'm convinced the problem will increase
without continued services and I'm personally very concerned about
it.
CHAIRMAN LOCKYER:

Thank you.

GREG SCHMIDT: What was your caseload like ln the first
SlX months of this year?
MS. GALLAGHER:
In the last 10 months, there have been
over 700 families that have been involved with my one unit, with
one representative from each of the cultures in that unit.
In
the first several months of the program, our stats were increasing
by anywhere from one-third to one-half again as much each month.
MR. SCHMIDT:
involved in your unit?

How many pe9ple were employed or otherwise

MS. GALLAGHER:
There are five and one-half positions,
one from each of the five ethnic groups -- Hmong, Chinese,
Vietnamese, Cambodian, and Lao.
I had an additional half-time
Vietnamese position.
There's one other program in San Diego providing mental
health services that will also be closing sometime during the
month of November.
Someone is here from that program and he may
be able to give you information about their statistics.
CHAIRMAN LOCKYER:
I'd like to mention that Janet King
from Vice Chairman Konnyu's office has joined us.
VIRGINIA FORREST: My name is Virginia Forrest and I'm
the Director of the Indochinese Health Support Service Center.
When the budget control language first made its impact
on proposals for DSS funding back in May 1981, the Indochinese
Service Center(ISC) prepared a brief position paper in support
of continuation of health related and social adjustment services.
Supplemental data on Indochinese refugee health problems cited
for continuing health related services included:
l.

Evidence from the San Diego County Health Department's TB
clinics for increasing rates of positive skin tests in 60 to
80 percent of the tested newly arrived Vietnamese and Lao
refugees.

2.

Evidence that 45 percent of the refugees with positive skin
tests are under 20 years of age and the projection that at
least one in 1,000 could contract TB within 10 to 20 years
without preventive chemotherapy.
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3.

Evidence reported by the Center for the Indochinese
Education, at the Univers
hospital,
a 64
tive finding rate
those new arrivals tested
ction
the
health screening

l..-

ic

We are relieved that some health
t cuts in the Department of Social
s
the
t two startup weeks
the six-month
for
Indochinese Health Support S
(IHSS) and
Indochinese Health Education (CIHE) in a
a health education and health screening
the voluntary agencies, the Health
city schools, and other public and
goal is to serve 100 percent of the newly arriving re
es
developing a program for early identification and treatment
communicable disease and by integrating all
a system
to provide access to appropriate health care
duplication of
ces.
s
the

A major task in this organizational stage has
educating providers and clients about the changes
the spe
c
s
s IHSS has been funded to provide from the mult le services
ISC could provide. Both the IHSS and CIHE programs are res
cted
from providing outreach, transportation, and translat
services.
Although we plan to begin our health education and health
screening clinics on November 4, 1981, we have some
concerns
about the reality of reaching the total possible populat
with the
existing limitations on our services. If we cannot 11 outreach", we
may spend a great deal of our home visit t
tracking down nearly
one-third of our clients who do not have telephones and/or move
frequently. If we cannot provide transportation, we must rely on
the voluntary agencies, friends and relatives, as well as the publ
transportation system to get our clients to clinic s
if they live
more than a mile walking distance away from the site.
We know that the voluntary agencies are also very
daily with a constant influx of new arrivals
must
all of the initial resettlement needs of these newcomers,
housing, public assistance, medical care, school enrollment,
orientation, etc. Friends and relatives are refugees themselves
trying to cope with adjustment demands of a new li
in
s
country and have difficulty taking time off
jobs, vocational
training or classes. The public transportation system is quite expens
($.80 one-way regular fare) and insensitive to the needs of
non-English language street signs, have severe motion s
ss problems and are reluctant to ask for help from
llow riders with a
sl
of paper giving directions in English.
However, our most serious concern is what will happen to
these newly arrived refugees if we do succeed in processing them
through our health education and health screening clinics and then
must refer them for specialized treatment. Some of the primary
care clinics in San Diego have hired Indochinese translators as
regular staff, but many hospitals and private medical specialists
no longer have access to translation services. We see this limitation
on our capacities to serve the new arrivals as self-defeating to
our programs and possibly life-endangering to our
7

We will comply with the policy
l
s set by DSS for
the IHSS and CIHE programs, but we will also document
and how
breakdowns in services occur. We do strongly recommend that more
flexibility be given in renewed programs after s
months,
particularly in providing translation services for access to appropriate health care. Despite the limitations to our s
s, we
been encouraged by the support and spirit of cooperat
we have
experienced in working together with other re
providers to
organize and integrate resources for the health education and
health screenlng clinics.
In the meantime, IHSS staff has
vided translation
services in the process of re-educating cl
providers. Some
of these services have been home vis s
re
s
the
Health Department, TB screening followup where
is no telephone, and teaching clients to use the bus to access needed services.
IHSS has also documented incoming calls and
assistance
over the phone for health related and some social adjustment requests
as an interim means to alleviate the sudden vacuum created when
ISC closed September 30. It is important to remember that the
refugee client calls a social service agency as a very last
resort. Before calling, they have tried everything they can think
of to obtain what they need on their own.
It is our hope that in considering the kinds of requests
IHSS is still receiving and the restrictions imposed on this program that more flexibility to provide translation assistance to
ensure access to appropriate health care will be allowed at the next
six month refunding cycle.
I have included a breakdown of some of the over-the-phone
contacts where we have provided translation assistance or just
information. The Department of Social Services has
cated to
us that information and referral can no longer be provided as a
necessary service. However, we are providing a trans
service.
For nine workers over the past two weeks, we have received 55
requests for either health translation or health
ion, and
have received at least 27 requests for social adjustment problems.
Social adjustment problems include a wide variety of problems.
That could be school/parent/child requests, DPW information or
assistance in arranging appointments, SSI followup, assisting
VOLAGS, assisting landlords and tenants, gas and electric, car
accident and insurance, legal information, immigration information,
families having no food to eat, and it continues. We have made a
total of 10 referrals to the family support unit which is what we
renamed our mental health unit. We are very fortunate in having one
month safety valve to have that unit so that people could go out and
provide translation for some of these crisis situations.
Let me just describe for you a scene in a dentist's
office this past week where a Vietnamese mother had brought her
child in for a dental exam and was not satisfied after the dentist
had given a thorough exam and taken x-rays and decided this child's
teeth were okay.
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She continued to stay
the office, she became
ly
and verbally more and more excited, she began yell
screaming
at the dentist.
Finally, the dentist tried calling the o
ISC number
which is now the IHSS number and the trans
and
access worker provided translation. The problem was that the
was sure the child had broken teeth that
to be extracted
and the dentist knew that of course that these were new teeth
breaking through the gums.
So you can see this is a crisis s
ion
provider
and for the mother and that she was becoming almost out of control
because of the communication problem.
's just one
and
there are multiple others. As I said, the clients often don't call
us until the problem is beyond control.
TONI CETTI: I am very embarrassed to tell you that I
am a social worker from the Department of So
Services and we
were not notified of this meeting as far as I know.
I happened
to hear it on the radio this morning driving to work and I thought
I might attend because I didn't have any home calls. So nothing is
prepared, I don't know where the breakdown in communication was.
I'll
try to answer any questions you have.
CHAIRMAN LOCKYER:
The state department and I don't
speak too often any more since I started cutting
s budget -- not
for refugee assistance but other matters.
Actually, I don't know what
happened either. Perhaps you might, just from your own experience
tell us something of the nature of the relationship between the
department and individual groups, what successes or failures you've
seen and worried about, and what kinds of things you've seen
attributable to the budget language and what other sorts of
suggestions you might personally have with respect to helping out.
MS. CETTI:
I'll just tell you what we've been seeing in
the refugee children's unit. The unaccompanied minor program has
usually been large -- between 75 and 80 -- but
's really trickled
down because of immigration policies.
San Diego
an impacted
area, is not receiving the unaccompanied minors as we used to, although we are prepared for them in the foster homes. We're just
not getting them. What we're seeing more now are the
cal problems of the American population showing up in the Indochinese
population-- runaways, thefts, abuse, child abuse neglect, sexual
molestation, gang activity in Linda Vista and
areas, depression,
s
cide attempts, mental health problems. We've used the health
care center and Indochinese-type of social services, because they
are just invaluable resources for us when our caseloads are high and
we cannot do the counseling that is necessary for these families.
What may seem minor to some people is that we've just had our
mileage allocation cut. This means that our home visits are cut
which means we'll only respond to crisis situations. You are seeing
a real cutback in services from our department to the Indochinese
population. Even our aides who are the Indochinese translators
and transportation providers are really having to cut down on their
mileage. We fear that they won't be reimbursed. We use our own cars,
so we're very concerned about losing funding for ourselves and for
the other agencies that we use as resources.
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CHAIRMAN LOCKYER: Thanks
think of some more questions before
to represent the department. Thank you.

We may
enough

TONY CATN~ZARO: My name is Tony Catanzaro.
physician from UCSD and I'm the director o the
Beverly and others referred to as the
for
Education. That's a program within UCSD
d
Social Services or at least has been and lS now as well.
I'd like to talk primari
as a
th regard
to the health care problems of Indochinese
s population has an incredible disease rate, the
I've never seen
nor heard of. As Beverly noted in giving
s cs, the
positive TB skin test rate is about 60
d to
18 percent for Americans. Active tuberculosis i
,500 per 100,000
compared to 12 per 100,000 for Americans.
goes
ght down the
line with hepatitis, venereal disease, anemia.
one out of
three Indochinese refugees is anemic when he comes
San Diego.
So the health needs of this population is tremendous. Further
evidence of that can be found by looking at the st
sties of
University Hospital.
Last year we had 8,500
s
and 1,000 hospital admissions by Indochinese re
vfuen the
Center for Indochinese Health Education was funded the goal was to
help provide access. We interpreted that access to mean primarily
translation as well as health education and
Beverly and others have referred to. These are
at
least as far as health care. This year, partially because of the
budget control language, but I think more because of
sions
within the Department of Social Services, the rule or the edict
has come down "no translation services 'i;vi th no outreach services,"
etc. All of these things significantly interfere with, if not make
it impossible to provide health care. I don't know any way to provide health care to someone that I can't speak to.
Doctors will
attempt to do that, as the dentist that Virginia described provided dental services even though he couldn't speak to the child
or the mother. What happens when that is
is that inevitably
you're going to make mistakes. Those mistakes are
to be
very costly in terms of human suffering and possibly human
ves.
There's no doubt in my mind that there will be a cost
human
lives to the refugees because of this lack of trans
ion services.
That may sound like an extreme statement. There probably won't be
too many human lives lost in the dental
, but I don't
know about the emergency room or the inpat
services when you
try to provide services to individuals who don't understand what
you're trying to do.
They're going to fight back. They'll think
you're attacking them in some way and they're going to fight back
or they're going to reject the services.
Under these constraints of not being ab
to talk to
people, I really have no idea of how to provide health care.
It's
just impossible. The statement that comes back from various
governmental agencies is that we have to mainstream these people.
They're going to be funded by Medi-Cal and that's the way the
health care services will be paid for.
That's only partially true
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because, even for the general public,
Cal doesn't -- I won't
whether it pays
s own way or not
eave much room for excess and there is no
the
i-Cal system
an adjustment
s.
I've spoken to Beverlee Myers
s
ln no
way are they go
to take on the expense
translation serv
s.
Well, who is?
Recent
to pay that bill.

s

, I submitted a proposal to
They threw it out.

CHAIRMAN LOCKYER:

Ho

How much 1s that

a

MR. CATANZARO: At University Hosp
l,
and they said, "No way.
We're los
money
CHAIRMAN LOCKYER:

What does that

sent?

MR. CATANZARO:
That represents
e and one
f
translators -- the salaries for three and one-half people.
CHARIMAN LOCKYER:
MR. CATANZARO:

Working on what kind of a

Working basically

the

ft?
ime

y.
CHAIRMAN LOCKYER:

And the number of clients is what?

MR. CATANZARO:
Last year, we had 8,500 o
admissions and 1,000 inpatient admissions.
CHAIRMAN LOCKYER:
While I've
I'd like to recognize Assemblyman Dave St
He
s who has joined us.
Dave also> other
exemplary member of the Legislature,
now
Attorney General.
He wanted to ask a quest
with

ASSEMBLYMAN DAVE STIRLING:
, but thank you.

doctor,
end a

Which has nothing to do

Are you saying that when people come
to your clinic
or hospital and they obviously have some d
iculty or problem
you would be concerned with, you have no way whatsoever of
communicating with them because you have no translat n service?
No one there can translate what they are complaining about to you?
MR. CATANZARO:
Over the past year and during this past
month, we have had an interim arrangement with the hospital to
those translation services, effective sometime in the
near future, but the decision was made last week at our
that they would not fund any further translation services.
The hospital currently provides one Vietnamese translator and
they'll continue to provide that one Vietnamese translator but
there are no Cambodian, no Laot
, no Hmong, and that one
Vietnamese won't be enough to go around.
So the hospital's plan
is inadequate.

ll

ASSEHBLYMAN STIRLING:
Is there no way
some of
these refugees who can perhaps speak some
ish can be used
for that purpose?
MR. CATANZARO: Yes, we've examined that.
We provide
translation services to 85 percent of the
le who come, so
15 percent either can speak English or have a family member who
can come with them. The 85 percent, which is obviously the vast
majority, are totally dependent upon us to provide translation
services.
ASSEMBLY~ffiN STIRLING:
But, I mean consi
that
some of these people are getting the services without too much
cost, if any, can't they help?

MR. CATANZARO:

Help by what?

ASSEMBLYMAN STIRLING:
other than their family.

Help by translating.

Someone

MR. CATANZARO: As I say, 15 percent
the patients do
either speak English themselves or have someone come with them.
What's going to happen as far as squeezing that? If we say on
November l that we will not provide translat
serv
s -bring your own, it's
ssible that might go up to 25 percent,
but I don't think it's going to go much higher than that.
Of
course, if they do bring a family member who speaks English,
it's more than likely going to be someone who has a job and
has had to take a day off from work to come and translate, or
something of that nature.
These people are having tremendous
difficulty economically and are trying to carry the
own weight,
but this is going to be a further burden.
I don't know how else
it's' going to work out.
I'm sure you have had experience with
medical care yourself and the doctors and the clinic and the
equipment and the tests are not always ready when you'd like
them to be ready and so someone may have to take
a tremendous
amount of time to translate.
That is a possibility, of course,
but I think it's very inefficient.
The other problem is that we've
a great deal of
time over the past year educating our translators so they can
conduct themselves appropriately in the medical setting so they
have some idea what information they want to get and why and what
the doctors are going to do with it.
There are legal aspects
involved in providing such translation services. All of that's
going to be cut off and will be left with a translation by a
family member, basically catch-as-catch can.
Somet
s, those
people speak English well and sometimes they don't.
Sometimes
they have reasonable concepts of health care, most often they
don't.
The health care in the Indochinese countries is very
different from here. Their health care was primarily spiritualistic, herbalistic and by no means required a precise diagnosis.
If you have a cough, this is good cough medicine.
Whether you
have tuberculosis or lung cancer, this is the medicine you get.
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telephone, the mother felt her child was being threatened and
did what all mothers do, she protected her child.
So when the
doctor had his back turned, she grabbed the kid and ran out of
the hospital with him. As I said, the doctors felt this was a
life-threatening situation and there are laws that say that
doctors can do things against parents' will under those circumstances.
So they got their social workers and got their
forms made out and went to recover the child.
The scene that
followed at that point was, to say the least, unpleasant. The
child was brought back under medical care and the whole community
came down to the hospital angry.
They felt that the mother's
rights had been violated, that the child had been violated and
been forced to take treatment against his will, etc., etc. We
had a number of meetings which I chaired with the community,
with the people at the hospital and eventually a satisfactory
understanding was obtained both on the community side and the
hospital medical personnel side and we wound up parting friends
after four or five very long meetings.
That particular situation is unpleasant and, as I say,
I would rather not have described it to you but I think it gives
you some idea of the kind of intervention which is necessary
even when you have translation services available.
It's
inadequate the way we have it now.
If this system is taken apart,
which as I see it's going to be, misunderstandings will happen
much more commonly and I'm sure that could bring several lawsuits
in a number of different kinds of ways.
My basic point is that the disease burden in this
population is high.
Our ability to deal with that disease burden
is ambivalent.
On a technical medical basis, we have no problem.
Our doctors, our clinics, our drugs are perfectly able to take
care of it.
On a social interaction basis, we've got a lot of
problems. Those are precisely the kinds of things that programs
have been funded to address in the past but now we're very
limited.
Beverly Yip had a broad-based program which was
providing health services, mental health, etc., all of which
made the whole situation better.
Similarly, our program was
relatively broad-based.
The Department of Social Services, in
this last funding cycle, decided to cut out all the nonoverlapping
things that we've had and fund both programs under the same thing
screening services.
I agree that's important but I don't think
it's necessary for both of us to do that.
Similarly, a previous program had already been funded
to do that -- the California Preventive Health Program.
So here
we are left with a whole bunch of needs all of which were cut out
except one -- and then three programs focusing on providing the
same activity were funded.
I think we've done a fine job of
coordinating our programs so there is no overlap, so we're using
the money objectively to do the best we can to provide a comprehensive program, but we will have grave doubts about our ability
to do that because of the restrictions on transportation,
translation, etc. We feel that we've got a good screening program
but without the health care facility to back up, what good is it?
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MR. CATANZARO:
I really
and I assure you I will do that
glve you an idea of the time
this whole business.

for help
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About May 3 or 4, RFP's went out s
fund programs. They were asked to return on the
fairly short time, but I'm not
about
us to work, we got our things toge
were supposed to get our response back
we were funded and to what level.
On
phone call telling me we had received an award
There are good reasons for that and it's
government's fault, but I just want you to
timeline.

wanted to
That's a
It put
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whether
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I want to correct something.
any waste of money on the screening s
ces.
only to the extent that we're not able to prov
services and not able to ensure compliance
end work.
CHAIRMAN LOCKYER: What I mean
of a city and a county program, apparent

lS
wasted

waste lS the

MR. CATANZARO:
I don't disagree
screening
services being the first priority either.
I think that's quite
correct.
I'm not saying they're doing a bad job at 11, I just
feel the short timeline and the excessive restrict
are really
hard to live with.
CHAIRMAN LOCKYER:

Thank you.
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Bill Rob

son.

BILL ROBINSON:
name lS
ll Robinson.
I'm Director
of the Mid-City Community Clinic in San Diego. About the
of May, Mid-City Community Clinic began the
ess of
a series of clinics
the Indochinese community
Indochinese Preventat
Health
e Program funded
ly to the county. The Mid-C
C
, the Linda
Community Clinic, and Operat
Clinic,
ion with the school system, joint
to work with
a $173,000 program award for a s
We geared up
very rap ly to deliver services to the Indochinese which we
had not previously been delivering. We had de
less than
two percent of our services to Indochinese
to May. We are
now delivering close to 20 percent of our services to Indochinese
and nearly 50 percent of my budget goes to those 20 percent of
my client population.
It's extremely expensive to deliver services
to Indochinese. We've got to have translation s
ces. The idea
of bringing a family person in is almost always self-defeating.
For example, you try to discuss an issue that
ates pos
y
to sexual dysfunction or to a vaginal infection. A mother is
simp
not going to discuss that issue with her own child. Most
like
it's going to be a child who is asked to be brought in to
do the translation because the child is most likely to have
acquired some English level skills through schoo
some other avenue.
It's just unacceptable because you
many s
tions where the translator refuses to translate what's
requested. Even
the question is a
d and asked appropriately,
the
ient refuses to respond because he or she simply will not
allow
particular person to become involved in that part of
the problem. There are enormous problems in
ing with such
issues and translation is absolutely essent
se to 95
ercent
our patients require full translation.
I
down
o the clinic, I see the people, I try to talk, I try to say
hello.
I talk about the
children.
It's just absolutely clear
as day that they don't understand a word I'm saying. They only
understand that I'm being pleasant and that I'm smiling
I'm
obvious
talking about their child. They don't understand what
is I'm saying. Take that situation and put
s
ion where a physician is trying to deal with
care,
trying to deal with a patient who does not have
same kind of
of what health care is all about. They simply have no
of western medicine as it's practiced here.
That is a
problem to overcome.
It's a major problem for us to overcome, in terms of our cultural awareness, to assist them
learn
how medic
is delivered
this country. Those are
just some of the problems that have developed there. This
is a far sicker group of people, suffering far more
term, debilitating illnesses.

f

A great deal of emphasis is being placed on economic
for
s group -- making this group ec
cally
independent. A person with severe anemia, a person with a
serious ova and parasite infestation, a patient with long-term
litating illnesses is not going to become an economically
self-sufficient individual in a rapid
shion. They physically
can't do it. To expect them, on top of the
cultural problems,
the
language problems, and the
serious physical illness
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State.

We've got two agencies now administering two programs rather
than one agency with one overhead. You have two programs with
two overheads. That's just that much more money that could go
toward direct health care delivery or any other process of
helping assimilate the population.
It's going down into the
maws of the bureaucracy for administration.
I realize the need
for the administration, that we've got to monitor the funds.
But
do we have to monitor them twice? Can't we just monitor them
once?
Thank you.
CHAIRHAN LOCKYER:

Thank you very much.

Steve Cook.

STEVE COOK:
I'm Steve Cook with the United States
Catholic Conference Western Regional Office in San Clemente.
Our
concerns, regarding the implementation of the refugee program,
are many but, in the interest of brevity, we will highlight a
few of the major ones.
First, we'd like to reiterate our strong support for
SJR 24 and urge its rapid implementation.
It provides for the
establishment of a single, unbiased, high level office responsive
to the effective implementation of the State's role in the refugee
program which would be immune from the bureaucratic inertia which
becomes se -serving at the expense of the refugee program.
In
an era of diminishing resources, this is completely unacceptable.
Secondly, of great concern is the strict interpretation
given to the implementation of the budget control language with
regard to employment services.
It must be stated that USCC has
stood in strong opposition to the language since its inception.
Restricting eligibility of services to those who have been in
the country 180 days or less and those who are time-expired is
the hardest part. The effect will be counterproductive. Welfare
dependency can be expected to increase. A more rational approach
would be to direct only minimal job placement efforts to those
least employable.
Top priority should be directed to those who,
with some support, could become employable; that is those who
are currently ineligible for services under the budget control
language.
In this regard, USCC has felt it necessary to fund a
job development unit in each diocese and a resettlement program
in California to serve our clients who are now ineligible for
services under the control language. However, we will only be
able to provide these services to usee-sponsored cases and, with
our extremely limited resources, we'll not be able to provide
the level of services which would be available through a statefunded program.
This we feel should be viewed as a totally
inadequate and unacceptable approach to the needs of refugees.
When one considers the millions of dollars being spent on job
programs and yet usee must supplement this effort out of its
relatively meager resources in order to ensure the provision of
job services to those most in need of them, the inadequacies and
deficiencies under the present system are evident. Apart from the
budget control language, we're also funding our own job programs
because we find many of the existing state-funded job programs not
serving sufficient numbers of refugees under weak state monitoring
and direction.
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language.
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There are several issues I would like to raise.
First
is the question of whether or not the speci cs of the budget
control language were.
CHAIRMAN LOCKYER: Father, I wonder if I might interrupt.
I guess I'm the only one who served on the
committee that
does this chunk of the budget -- Larry is also on Ways and Means
as he mentioned but works in a different area.
It's possible
that it's unclear to people what that speci c bud
language
did.
This may be unnecessary, but just in case I thought I
might mention that what occurred in sort of the last minute
crunch.
I think your anaylsis was a very good one as to the
motivation. The pot of money is shrinking -- both federal and
state -- and obviously pressures on local funding increase as
the number of refugees grows.
Senator Garamendi sponsored
specific language which requires employment services and English
as a second language first.
Service is targeted to the specific
categories of recent arrivals so that they don't get into the
welfare system and individuals who have been in the welfare
system and exhausted their grants and have no place else to go.
That was what the language did that's in the budget.
That's why
the health components are getting squeezed because they weren't
qualifying in the employment or English as a second language
priority.
Pardon me for the interruption.
You were going to identify now what you think are some
problems with that.
FATHER DAVIS:
Yes. There's an addit
limitation
imposed by the budget control language in addition to targeting
services to people who have time-expired, who have been in the
Un ed States 36 months or more, people who are new arrivals,
those who have been in the U.S. less than 180 days. Additionally,
it says that if there's not enough money to serve those people,
the primary wage earner shall be targeted in each fami
At
least in Southern California, though apparently not in Northern
California, the Department of Social Services has chosen to
dictate that there is not enough money.
Therefore, primary
wage earners, that is the person who is designated to be the
most likely to be employable soonest, male or female, head of a
household or not, would be the recipient of services under this
program.
I think the Legislature might want to review the
efficacy of that effort.
First of all, new arrivals are
en disoriented through
culture shock, through the kinds of medical disorders that have
been eloquently testified to earlier today, through the trauma
of dislocation from a homeland, life in a camp, possibly the
experience of criminal assaults from pirates or other people in
the camps or before getting to the camps, from the whole process
of transit to the U.S.
The people newly arrived here often are
disoriented enough that it severely reduces the effectiveness of
the learning process.
I know that when I've traveled over many
time zones my mental clarity is often impaired for several days.
They're traveling half a world away, not only in time zones but
in culture and in almost everything conceivable.
So our efforts
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thing that happens is a corollary of
him because the Employment Development
exc
very rare instances, any employment
individual. He is indexed, which equals no s
Employment Development Department is funded on
number of placements it makes and p
le who
language or don't have readily suitab
simply aren't easily placed.
People who are more readily employable
are served first.
It's ful
understandable,
what
to
the refugee is that he is exempted from the job search and he is
eligible for public assistance.
s public assistance
s
may be sufficient to put him at a life standard that's
than any he's ever enjoyed in his li
before. The need and impetus
for him to avail himself of appropriate job search or ob
preparation training is often nil.
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Another thing happens. The
jects that
the Department of Social Services try to create st
service delivery which are then
d by
refugees who come into some of those projects can have
a variety of services. As an example, I run a state
program. Say I try to get the standards very
program: Anyone absent more than
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a s
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as p
try to create a delivery system that's
d to emp
is pushy
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out of the ESL project that I run and go
district where none of that obtains. If
chair there, he can be enrolled. Some
applied for and there are too many re
programs, so there are waiting lists.
refugee has a choice about going to a
going to be moved along towards employment, or
into an ESL program where there's no
to graduate, in many cases he's going to
there's no incentive for graduation. If
project and drops out of it, he can be c
with the regul
s and his welfare check
county wel
department doesn't have
sanctioning so that any threat that's made
that you won't be eligible for your check, is
result is that we have a delivery system that
non-specific.
It's a general program
refugee is without a case manager. He's
when one is drawn up for him-- it doesn't
without clear objectives in his employment
not until his time expires that anybody
happening to him.

by
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the

even
, he's
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for the
Therefore, I think it would be
to address
State Legislature to do two things. The
the flaws in the AFDC e gibility laws
this
statute. I understand that Congress is go
very soon and strongly reco~~end that the State
an active role in eliminating the inappropriate
which exempt refugees from job search and from s
ce. That might
be addressed by the State Legislature requesting
at the
federal level. Secondly, in the adminis
of the program
at the state level, the State Legislature should do everything
it can to ensure that each refugee who is are
services,
whether through the Department of Education, through the
ment of Social Services, or any other state administrative agency,
be monitored to see that the services that are delivered are
appropriate for that individual and are not simply vague
allowing
them to stay in a program forever without any clear objectives of
what they are in the program to obtain.
It's a
, not only of
the refugee community, but of human nature, that if we're able to get
away with something easy, that's what we prefer -- almost all of us.
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It's no blight on the refugee to say that he seeks to take advantage of a system which is generous to him.
In an era of diminishing social service funds, it becomes
more and more essential that the funds are targeted for the purposes
that are desirable. Namely, to make the individual refugees
economically and socially self-sufficient and contributing members
of their new community. That's what they want to do. There's a
deep desire to do that. But there's great frustration in getting
them.
By cooperating, the State Legislature, the counties, and the
private service providers can obtain that end much more cost effectively than they're now doing.
I'll stop there and invite any questions you may want to
ask.
CHAIRMAN LOCKYER:

Does anyone want to comment?

MR. NGHI NGUMEN:
(with Indochinese Mutual Assistance
Association of San Diego, Inc.)
(In the audience) Explained that
he would like to stress that the help to refugees in the U.S. has
not been very effective.
GREG SCHMIDT: Do you know the percentage of people in
Orange County who remain on some form of assistance after that
three-year period?
FATHER FLETCHER:
Lois Wax is here.
answer to that specifically?
LOIS WAX:
did go on welfare.

(In the audience)

Do you know the

Approximately 20 percent

FATHER FLETCHER: The number who went off who would have
had to shift to general assistance was almost nil in spite of the
prediction. The ones who've stayed are on AFDC.
MR. SCHMIDT:

Approximately 20 percent stayed on, then.

FATHER FLETCHER:
eligible people.
CHAIRMAN LOCKYER:

That would be almost entirely AFDCTerrence Wiley.

TERRENCE WILEY: My name is Terry Wiley.
I'm from the
Long Beach Department of Public Health where I coordinate two
refugee programs -- one which is direct service and the other which
is health related support service.
I have some prepared testimony today but I'll submit that
and try to keep my comments brief and to the point to avoid
duplication.
Basically, the kind of health problems we're finding in
Long Beach are similar to the ones mentioned by the doctor from
San Diego.
In some cases, our rates of infection are even higher
25

than the statistics mentioned. So I don't think I need to underscore the seriousness of the health problems we are
What
I would like to talk about is really the impact that
budget
control language has had at the program and the community level.
For about one year, our department worked closely with a number of
agencies throughout the City of Long Beach, which is one of the
most heavily impacted cities in the State. We have almost a five percent
refugee population out of the total population. We worked to make a
coordinated effort of service delivery in a comprehensive program.
We had developed referral systems into our program through social
adjustment agencies. We worked closely with the community college
and with the school district to develop our comprehensive plan.
We put together a community forum and the results of our efforts
were that out of six local proposals to provide comprehens
serv1ces,
only two were funded and two programs which had been
tence
for about five years were cut.
We understand the reality of the budget s
and the
funding situation, but basically what that did was ruin some of
the mechanisms which had been developed to provide a coordinated
effort.
Our referral system at the Health Department was severely
disrupted and we're now working to try and rebui
of
the loss of another agency which had been in bus
years.
Some of the things we have been informed to do through the
Department of Social Services as they interpret the budget control
language, we question as to whether or not they are reasonable or
even cost effective. For example, in order to provide transportation services to individuals, we've been told to provide them to the
priority cases listed under the budget control language unless
there's a communicable disease problem. That sounds reasonable.
However, with the same staff that we had last year we were able to
provide translation services to around 1,000 individuals a month.
That included women, children, and men, most of whom were unemployed
at the current time because they were recent arrivals.
What we have now been instructed to do, from the Department of Social Services, is to no longer give trans
for
pregnant women in the prenatal clinic and for people with noncommunicable infections. We can no longer translate for the CHDP
clinic which is in our own building and we can no longer translate
for the WIC Program. The interesting thing about these restrictions is that we have the ability to do that without costing any
more.
But we have been told not to, so the only interpretation~
of this is that it's discriminatory against primarily women and
children who are the majority of our clients.
I would like to underscore the need also for orientation
services.
In the area of health it is not simply enough to provide mere translation. Beyond translation, an explanation given to
cross-cultural problems is necessary. By making field visits and
observing clients who are on medication for tuberculosis taking
INH medication, I observed last January that in many cases people,
although they were complying as far as picking up the
medica-
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tion, were not taking the pills because they didn't understand
the urgency or the necessity. We developed the system in which
there was health orientation. Long Beach is lucky to have received
continued funding so that it can continue any services. Many other
areas are now without translation and if we did not have translators
we would be in a very serious situation in providing protection to
the general community where communicable diseases are involved.
/Other things we are no longer allowed to do are to hold
educational sessions for nutrition or for family planning. This is
another attempt to be cost effective, although we question the
rationale behind that in the short term versus the long term.
According to our estimates of our local population, the average
birth rate is 481 per thousand. We are not allowed to do family
planning counseling any longer.
For the normal population, it's
63 per thousand.
So if we are aiming at keeping people and their
dependents off welfare rolls, we might want to reanalyze some of
the restrictions on what we can allow services to do and what not
within the area of health.
Another major problem we've experienced is the fact that
the agency which was funded to do emergency health service translation has not been refunded. The Long Beach Health Department
has received numerous requests recently for emergency translation
service. According to DSS regulations, we are no longer allowed
to even if we have the ability to go to a local hospital and assist
in emergency translation because it is not employment related. We
don't question the rationale behind the budget control language
or behind self sufficiency, but we do think it's reached the point
of absurdity when we have the ability to provide services and we're
not allowed to.
ASSEMBLYWOMAN GWEN MOORE:
Are there questions or comments?

Thank you for your testimony.

JAMES MARTOIS: My name is James Martois and I'm Director
of the Indochinese Refugee Assistance Program at Long Beach City
College.
I'd like to briefly comment on how the budget language
has affected an ongoing ESL program. During the 1980-81 year,
we were funded to provide ESL services to over 1,000 students in
the Long Beach area. At the end of our contract 500 of these
people -- 75 percent of which were Cambodians with little or no
educational experience were completing their first classes in
preliterate ESL. On the average we find these students take two
years to reach an educational level that they can enter a vocational training program.
With our current funding, with its six-month, 36-month
eligibility criteria, these students have to be dropped from our
program before they have even reached a survival level of ESL.
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Many of these students will find it hard to exist in our society,
much less achieve the desired goal of self-sufficiency. Added to
this is the depression students feel who are dropped out of the program for no perceptable reason. It seems to me it would have been
much more cost efficient to allow these students to complete the
educational objectives we had set for them during the previous
year.
Also, many of the people that we have seen, about 350
individuals we assessed during the 1980-81 contract year and who
were placed on our waiting lists because of the lack of available
classes, are now not eligible for our services. These students
are left completely without any type of ESL instruction. The Long
Beach area has been and continues to be the most heavily impacted
area in California in the need for ESL instruction. The primary
reason for this is the prolonged duration of ESL as required by
the Indochinese population that has settled in our area. We
estimate that over 50 percent of the people coming to our door
have never been to school or had any formal educational experience
before.
This leaves us with 850-plus students whom we have served
within the last year that will be denied any further assistance
by us and, in fact, by any service provider in the Long Beach area.
MR. NGUMEN NGHI: Honorable Chairman, ladies and gentlemen of the committee. My name is Ngumen Nghi.
I'm the Chairman
of the Indochinese Mutual Assistance Association of San Diego -a coalition body of all existing Indochinese mutual assistance
programs in San Diego except for those who do not seek membership.
Those organizations together represent the biggest majority of the
Indochinese population of San Diego, estimated around 25,000 people.
My testimony today deals with two aspects of the refugee
problems.
First, those who are forced to leave their countries
because of oppression in the Communist countries of Indochina.
Secondly, those who have been admitted into the U.S. We are all
concerned about the cutbacks recently announced by and carried
out by the government of the U.S.
In our country we have a saying
that children don't blame their parents for being poor.
It means
that we are not very much concerned about the cuts, but we are
concerned about how the money has been spent and how it should be
spent in order to decrease the budget without necessarily decreasing
the services provided to the refugees. As we know, Volags receive
about $500 per person admitted to the U.S.
In a CSC meeting in
Los Angeles, it was reported that private agencies had grown bigger
and bigger every day thanks to the refugee funds.
But a group of
our Indochinese sponsoring a family of 12 people received just $120.
Here in San Diego the Cambodian Association composed of around
4,000 members subcontracts with the Volags and this association
received only about $160 per person. We know how much money has
been wasted through bureaucracy, etc.
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ASSEMBLYMAN DAVE STIRLING: May I interrupt you just a
moment to clarify something? Did you say a family that is sponsoring an Indochinese family of 12 people received $120?
MR. NGHI: Yes, it was stated at the CSC meeting in Los
Angeles and it was a group of Indochinese trying to sponsor the
people into the U.S.
They do it by themselves -- through Volag,
because of the red tape or whatever. They had to do it through
Volag and they just received $120. I don't want to speak about the
name of the agency here but if you want write-in testimony, we can
give it.
ASSEMBLYMAN STIRLING:
I was just interested in that.
Let me ask you another question in reference to that.
Do refugees
come into this country 12 at a time in a family? Is that how it's
done? I'm really not very familiar with that.
Does it occur that
way?
MR. NGHI:

That family was composed of 12 members.

ASSEMBLYMAN STIRLING:
I'm just asking the question just
as a matter of information -- just to know whether that happens
at one time or do they come in just a few at a time?
MR. NGHI:
I overheard it at a meeting and I just reported
it here. But here in San Diego the Cambodian Association subcontracted the Refugee Resettlement and that association paid $160 per
person to do all the job including meeting the refugees at the
airport, relocating them, providing housing and guiding them in the
beginning of their lives in the U.S.
Of course their subsistence
is paid by the public welfare. Because of that the budget has been
wasted, the money has been spent and is why the government has to
reduce the budget -- we understand it. Since 1977-78, we have
expressed our concern that Indochinese should be helped to help themselves. They should not have to depend forever on somebody else.
Unfortunately, it was not the way we have been helped. We have
been helped to depend on somebody else -- not to help ourselves.
One other example, in 1977 when one of my Vietnamese
friends came to San Diego he immediately followed a training course
as a computer technician. After he graduated an agency called
him and offered him a job at $2.10, 25 miles away from his home
and told him that if he didn't accept the job they would see that
welfare would cut his AFDC allowance.
I advised the man not to
accept the job and one and one-half months later he got a job for
$4.70 an hour as a computer technician.
Because of the budget cuts, you know that now there is
almost international conspiracy to block the way to those who try
to seek freedom.
They try to discriminate between political and
economic refugees. We all know that economic harassment is more
cruel, more effective than any other means of harassment. We know
that.
The work of poor population makes a rich, powerful country.
That is what happened in Russia.
I think there should not be
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between pol
and economic re
s. We all
freedom.
In 1945, two million Vietnamese in North
of hunger. No one left the country.
In 1954, one
North Vietnam for South Vietnam because of the
takeover and we know what happened since 1975. We cannot
people are just after an adventure for a better life, to
come here to look for freedom and to
l
because
the Communist countries we know they are
the rank of
s -- not human be
lS that the
money should
lp
themselves and that the Le slature should take s
s
e the federal government that we accept what we call the
s and allocate the money through the local governments.
the local level are monitoring services effective.
So often
vate contractors make good reports but it does
reflect good services. There are overlaps, there
that the IMAA together with the Board of Supervisors
go has proposed in the master plan that we accept
s and the IMAA is a volunteer service to establish
ombudsman service for more effective monitoring of
c dollar. After the funds have been cut, many
s
have closed their doors leaving the Indochinese there without help.
The IMAA here in San Diego has established a volunteer service
and
it will 01:erate by November 2. We intend to take over
ces left by those who worked for us before, when the money
was
lable. To prove we are willing to help our countrymen, we
can take over those services. Our suggestion is not like when you
a
stake you
to
the blame on someone else. The
le who are to blame here
the U.S. should not be re
s.
You come here and if you work, someone is going to say you came here
took the
job.
If you don't work, they say you came here and
became a
c burden. It's a very, very cruel dilew~a for the
intend to re
ve the people of the U.S. as well as
of that burden, but we should be helped to he
Thank you very much.
BETTY ARMSTRONG: My name is Betty Armstrong. I represent
western re
representative for one of the voluntary
s, the American Counsel for Nationalities Service. We have
of be
the volunter agency with the longest name
the one that no one can ever remember. But we do have quite an
in
lrornia. We have six agencies which
, resettle and service refugees in California: four in
Northern California, Fresno, and then Los Angeles.
On behalf of ACNS I would like to underscore what Father
about the
that we have always agreed
of the budget language.
I think
's a
early
the
that is going to be entirely. You've
le impact
terms of health, etc.
I do think the
has sort of a major problem in that
assumes that
place prior to the budget language was not working.
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le
d

ce
lS

do an employment assessment on re
plan
them.
So we run the
sk
by another unit.
and dismant
ive but
thwarts our efforts in terms of
see some follow-through for a refugee and affects
ultimately.
em that has surfaced is that the state
some communities, with no regard for
es.
In other words,
were proposals
speci c to
se refugees.
I'll use San Jose because I'm most famil
the contracts for services,
's the
terms of the
L and the DESL, etc.
The
proposals were spe fied for Indochinese.
to go back and reconsider.
The question
person yesterday who simply didn't know.
and I want to bring him down to your
going to happen? Is he eligible?
but my contract said I'm to serve only
caused some delays and problems as well.
In terms of suggestions -- I have just come from a meet
the St
Research Ins
in which private
much involved
talking about employment of
ems inherent in that. And one of the sugd that the Legislature could become involved
more
s such as the CWETA program or
That's a very tangible thing that could be done
more slots for more refugees and other minoriterms of work projects.
It provides an incen ve for
become
lved
that kind
project.
I asked
't go in
an RFP because the
and they said "Who needs the
ways we haven't dealt with and the
that.
I'd
to see someone take a look
s program.
s
of the 0
tremendously and the dollars have
concerned at the impact that's having on
ASSEMBLYMAN
and we

We notice
your part

you've come all
lon.

PAULA REIMERS:
I'm Director of the Southern California
and Re
Service, which
also one of the
agencies resettl
refugees
ifornia.
We have
ces
Southern
ifornia. We also have a regional
Northern California.
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nee
ces are concontra
anguage
six months.
's
the money
s
ce .

'd
to address a couple
I've ment
lems the
control language creates for the voluntary
ch are responsible for service to refugees. Other
have addressed the problem. The State isn't quite clear
by
budget control language. It's written down
the
ions in Northern California and
180 degrees different. In Northern CaliState is saying that there are three
arrived, time, and primary
fornia, there are two categories of
time-expired. And, within those cateAnd that changes day to day. Who/
how is that defined? What are
our staff to tell the refugees? I'm
number of people are going to be referred
programs, and then terminated from programs
the State later on finds out that they weren't eligible as
fications of the regulations come down. That's cruel
vidual.
It's cruel and unusual punishment, if you will,
someone in a program and allow someone to be admitted to a
and then take them out. "I'm sorry, we made a mistake,
re note igible." That may be the only service they're eligible
and
's gone. It's already the middle of October. The
re
ions went into effect the beginning of October. The contracts
were let the beginning of October. When do we find out what the/
re
ions are?
How do we publicize that in the community? We
have
le whose s
months will expire soon. The Volags I'm sure
are
the
les to find those people and contact them and
referrals into the appropriate system so they can get in
the six-month deadline. Whether we'll be successful in all
es or not, I don't know. But it would be tragic if we missed
who should be
those programs by a few days. There other
s ions about how a referral back and forth between the Volag
and work. How does the Volag make referrals? How does
get
on back on the progress of the case? This really should
have been planned a while ago. It's now the middle of October. We
are deal
with human beings here. Refugees are human
ings.
deserve better treatment than this. They deserve clear
forProviders and Volags, everyone but especially the refugees
serve clear messages.
It's not fair to play these games. We're
games with peoples lives. You can tell I'm a little emotional
that.
I think people are getting a very raw deal.
you need to understand that secondary migration
s
of a general population shift, first of all.
It's not just
re
es or Indochinese people who are moving to California or the
unbelt, part of the general population shift.
I think the budget
control language is going to do two things. It might discourage
people from moving to
fornia because they realize that
the six-month time limit will make them ineligible. I think
l
more people to move before their six months expires,
their sponsorship in another part of the country
a chance to work before they get out here to try to beat the sixmonth de
so they can get some service in California. Or,
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money

s.

're learning
ish.
a
l
not. They get out on the street, they go to
haven't learned it. We're destroying
Once you've taught people over and over
to fail, they are. And, that's wrong,
are people who can succeed.
T~e

I wanted to mention is that it's impossible
good staff under these
of conditions.
can
a job
else will
e people don't know whether the
jobs are guaranteed
months, or whatever, or what they'll be doing
Someone may change their mind and job counselisn't where it's at. It's something else and
to
gears. So the best people, and I'm not saying
we current
have is not good, but people are looking
de
, more stable ways of employment. And that's

MR. SCHMIDT: Have regulations been presented to you so
that re
ct some methods of determining primary wage earners?
ue

MS.
IMERS: No.
I've asked a number of hypothetical
What if you have a family with 60-year-old parents
three sons who have wives and children? Are all three of the
le? Is
only one? No one knows. In fact, we've had
to explain to your staff who to refer.
Our
re r the people we think are e gible.
I hope that
are not declared ineligible later.
MR. SCHMIDT:
you when the re

Has the department made any indication
ons are supposed to be available?

MS. RE
RS: No. There's one month
fore the contracts
would really like to give the re
s who are denied
who are
to programs, and then bumped out of
because the
determines later on that they're ineliwould 1
to give them some people's home phone numbers.
people
the state bureaucracy to have the experience
a
on, "I'm sorry, you've been
that program for
month~, but you're no longer eligible because our regulations
d. You're out!" And let them deal with that person's pain.
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call to tell you

writ non
any o

t we've
etters
's been no re ponse to

e who died was very
someth
to remember.
The
was so wonder 1 when education was done
then we didn't have to go to school, we didn'
e
But most people weren't educated!
That
t peop e weren't educated.
It's a social price
uneducated.
I don't think that's a good
that society loses, that society has a
tment to eo
I'm old fashioned
that, I guess.
DAVIS:
I
another very mat
al d ference
o came here, say, in
potato famine in
of the last century, and
ees is that
le come as
s
who come as refugees.
There's a
found
between a refugee and an
t
s country c
their medical records in
and that's it.
They don't come
don't come by choice. They come because
States or some other country, offers
go home. And that's typically not true
y with Southeast Asian
es, I th
in mind that we have a record of
involvement there as a nation. We have some ongoing respons il
le who we were not able to adequate
he
prior to 1975.
cateporical
dif
responsibility from the kind of
1
we have to an irr~igrant population.
CHAIRJ1AN
the
ee
uation?

addresses our respons
l
significantly different from

s

ZOE
KOWSKI:
When you
to move, you have a
k
of adjustment pattern than when you crisis move.
know that re ugees throughout the world,
they
SlS
ession.
It's fact.
The other
is
we have never ever worked
a
e with.
When the first 5,000
leton, we took 132 of them to
we didn't want to see them s
around.
one Cambodian-s
person
all of the East
one
student who lost 35
s
services because those men and
1
angry
United States pulled out of Cambod
were
y were taken to
and
weren't told that
bro
t
ed States.
I had to call the
o Just
the Department of State.
create
could communicate.
What
~ve had
er.
We had a broken
had nobody to communicate. We spent
ew that would take you five minutes.
are t
hundred thousand people in this
bucket.
If you d
away with Oakland
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on the lis

about money. We all know that the DSS
cutt
Medi-Cal services, not only for re
s
o
Americans, especially in social services.
Trying to
to save but look at the way the administration of
is allocat
funding to help a refugee.
Again, I
ick up San Diego. You allocate for two health services
ego to do almost the same thing and then you do not
translation or transportation. What happened? What
n to are
? There's projects available.
There's
lable to help but I am sure the refugee will not
there to ask for help because they know if they go over
e s nobody to help them with transportation or help
translation and you allocate funding to provide two
provide health screening and health education ln
One thing is very important for a refugee's employment.
The Department of Social Services this year provides another two
s in San Diego to provide employment for refugees.
But
T
they provided is very ridiculous.
First of all, they
an agency, VESE, which has been provided with some donations
all community and voluntary agencies to operate. That agency
was eliminated. They provide money for two agencies in town and
I
n 1 t think that the program monitoring was very good in the
pa t.
Look at an agency that has eight job developers and
another agency has only two and a half job developers.
Our agency
that they placed the same number of refugees as the agency
job developers. And our agency still got funded
this
A third thing I would like to mention here is the grants
you allocate for service providers for refugees. You allocate
for
six months.
I don't think that anybody working for an
ency or for any company and be known that they only work for
s and they don't know what happens in the future.
I'm
sure the
morale is very low, whoever they are -- American,
Vietnamese, or Cambodian.
I don't want to work for an agency
that closes after six months.
I don't know what happens to my
ure.
But I think that mostly the service providers and agency
are working very closely with the Department of Social Services
and State of California and wasting a lot of time through county
plan, state master plan, whatever, when budget control language
is made up by the Legislature. That's all I have .
I really don't have much more to say.
. BARKOWSKI:
everybody's been very clear.
It just seems to me one
that people haven't said and that is you're dealing with an
e situation.
The refugee resettlement program in the /
States is a misery. You're introducing people into a
introducing them to the welfare department, yet you
have s
hours in the State Legislature trying to figure out
to
people out of welfare. We're introducing refugees into
That's basically what it has to be. It's the support
was a support system that Ford chose. He could have
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state funds
to
I
bee

mo
have

we
and we' r'e

have sa
es work,
out of money and

a ser
s
too many
want to make sure
p
le work. We
could

/

the
I gues the only
about your
is ation
ile ~JOrld cr lS
allow

d

I'm Bobbie Feinberg and I'm the
D
ctor of the Linda Vista Health Care Center here l
and I'd l
to take a moment to perhaps thank
s
everything that you've said which I had planned today
lead
with, "Please don't tie our hands." My
se refugees who are concentrated in
e area.
There's nothing I can say to you folks
has not been eloquent
sa
already. We s
ntal health needs of re
s who are in
s s,
s, who are not reflect
groups that came
the past 30, 40, 50, or 100 years; people
need of speciality services in a practically
ssible
ecause of
fferent cultures, four di
six, maybe eight.
I have worked very closely with Dr. Catanzaro, the
who spoke to you earlier this morning from the
spital and a number of people who have since le
t's taken us four years to develop the expertise
Indo
se refugees.
In 1977, even as
as
, when the first refugees came to Linda Vista, the language
was overwhelming.
I myse
am a nurse and can testify
zaro said the disease entities among this population
solutely staggering and have implications across this
r this country, with the mobility that we have in
today.
It's taken us four years to learn to develop
ise to work with these people in a tr
ic relat
ing rooms
translators who are well trained,
mental health counselors who do not give valium or other
Preventative intervention type people who
very
be
person is so depressed that they have
talized. And that costs the State, I can assure you,
than would preventative care. Just as we
four years of
ing
hos
al systems, gett
them to agree to put some money
ts for translators, we don't have translators.
see a pat
today for a rash and that rash needs a
st, we don't have a dermatologist, some private
t to whom we can refer that
on. How do we
person there? Does that doctor have a translator:
If
needs an emergency room, what happens to the emergency
when re
es land on the
doors
s? Four years
achieved cohes
We have
is community.
I s
only for San Diego.
true elsewhere in the State.
We have organ ed our community into having true
how to deliver culturally appropr
e and culturally appropriate mental health intervention
t as we've gotten to the top of the mountain with our
ls, the State has tied our hands behind our backs.
have the money. You can only g e
e. You can only do it a certain way." I have
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San
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the
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We have
that's a stat
I say this
ular pro ec
my agency,
the local
the Los
U.S. News and World Re
at
model
out the culture of
to this
make these people say
; ye , there is a
for your people
pro ect is defunded.
I would encourage th s
ease seek method o assistance in the
We're
here about the human
le to be
oyed, we've got to
and emotional
These are
you how s
I feel personally,
ev
this room and everybody that's been
room.
These are people and everyone of us should examine
our consciences who come from some kind of an ethn
background.
That'
is made up of.
us.
I know my
and had ancestors who were given an
o
y
Please help us to straighten this
out.
d l

o thank the

ett

e

STA:

me speak
am the
a lo

been pre ent
s who
wo
myself to what we have done as
s concerned and
lems we have
The
bruary o
wh ch most of them

from al
or that
s
learned four

c izens,
The cl
c was
doctors, nurses,
the health needs of
services for all
es.
So much so
COlTUTlUn
the
Samahan means work
1981, we have
Now, we have
Indoch
in Laos,
These were
an,
t~ne

es
re

es who want
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there was so many
At that t

ese

, we could

,
volunt
agenc s
·the Internat
Rescue Com~ittee, we started
medical services to Indochinese refugees -- mos
s, and Hmong. We provide these kinds of
, OB/GYN services, paramedical which
ludes paras
s
How much do we get providing these kinds of
talking of funding.
The State Department
through
County of San Diego, provides us $9,000.
loL of Indochinese refugees who are coming to
or not or whether the Volag agenc
because as Bobbie Fe
stated, we
ise. We already have Laotian staff, we
staff, we have already developed a staff and we
to lose
se people because they are
e to
, we understand the funding situation in the State
If we want
community clinics of which we are
a more e
t
job, then those community clinics
funded more adequately in order to deliver more
services.
are some of the problems that we have encountered?
cul
providing health counseling and health
because of the language barrier and because of low
of the refugees are some that I have
Transportation services. Although we provide
ed
es right now between the Volag agencies
cl ic, that doesn't take care of the problem. We have
some followup and the biggest problem is for these re
s,
and secondary, to come back to
primary care
fter be
seen once or twice by a clinic.
11 be
expens
to pick them up at their individual
s or
1 homes.
So, we are aware that
s is the biggest
As
been mentioned earlier, the health problems of
ng. We are contributing our part to
services of these people, but we have to
To make them effective, there sho
be a
system which these people could be
eked up
respective homes, not just from the Volag agenc s.
takes transportation also from the
s to
es that are participating ln the program.
tion.
The majority of
new refugees are
and Laotians.
They are very vulnerable to
ene.
The latest wave of
are Laot
, Cambodian, and Hmong.
They need
s o the country.
hygiene.

es,
ln

The last is community awareness. Before
c
of
es, we had a lot of patients that we could
Now, apparently, the public is scared that
s are
ing many health problems, particularly
As far as we're concerned, we are willing to
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June 981, the client
percent to 45
for both
There's stil
the serv e, but we can only do so
e that we have to wa
for four
e
can be
T
'
nave
recommend at

one recorrunendat
the room and this is
leve . As far as San
erned, we are do
our best locally to have
es. As Dr. Catanzaro
es for Ind
, we're
our
st to coordinate
that want to do the same
are two
of San Diego to provide
ere
se refugees particularly
and Cambodian and we are funded for $9,000. And,
Then here's another agency,
Serv es, which prov
s
health sere
But
soc
services and comprehens
still there were commun
cl
s who have been receiving a small
a lot of b
amount o money and do
serv
There is
a lot of th
s to dec
as coor
ces.
money, wellstered, could
e more
cal and social serv
to the
es. As I have said, we
done our part. We
do so much, even with the $9 000
0 u
.
vJe are prov
ing tremendous types of serv es
cont
to do an
e job if this is the amount
We have uti z
whatever resources we
il
of the State
Cal
that
l
cs that are serving,
ees, be
e
,

.L

you.
CHAIFJv'u\N LOCKYER:
gue
we ve concluded the test
st thank members who joined us and Janet
from
Kev
Acebo from
eaker
llie Brown s o
e,
Husum
my staff, and the s
eants for
course, thanks to e
o you for your
s, and assistance.
We don t
to hold out
the folks who can easi
unravel all of these
s been very constructive and he
to
ems, and anxiet s.
Obv
ly, we're go
that and we want to
di
culties
s off e, on
to be addressed.
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, the
s
11 get our attention.
~

t

we

our cont
cone
I just want to
c s
and cooperat
, and thank you for
kind assistanc

ING ADJOURNED.
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C) Malnutrition. THe majority of the refugees are
nourished. Hence, they are very v lnerable to
lnesses.
D) Poor Hygiene. The latest wave of ~ndo-Chinese re
particularly the Laotian, Cambod an. and Hmong
f om the hinterlands.Survival was thetr priori
than health and sanitation.
IV. REC0 M~~ E NO AT I 0 NS.

A) The development of training~progrdm for both prof s
nal and parapro ssional among Indo-Chinese refugee
a~d sefvice providers staff to assist in the deli e
of medical services,including qualified interprete
B) A well-Goordinated transportation must be develope
between service providers and all the agencies ha
ling Indo-Chinese refugees.
C) A well-coordinated Health Education program must
organized involving all refugee serving agencies a
directed to refugees with poor hygiene and lowed
tional background or none at all.
D) Establishment of a computer data collection&info
linked to various refugee serving agencies to avo
duplication and overlapping of services now provid d
and dissemination of services available to refugees.
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we are also
find
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exis ing State
sufficient numbers of refugees
direction.
La 1¥ it is time
t
State realize
t we must
t
to
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the re
e resettlement process. It must
zed that only Vol
resettle re
es and public sector
needs to be
support of that ef
t. It s usee's
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that the most effective, efficient and
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inte~ration
to
work force as soon as possible
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refugee and cruc 1 to the future o
ral. The American
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cannot
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that adds thousands of refugees annually to the public
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re
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Director

Services Committee

to attend

announced
, Oct. 16
you the following brief
adminstration of programs for refugees,
on documents on the
ect.

the mental health and social
mistake in view of the nume' let alone, the traumas affecting the
. Documents indicate that from the time the refugee be- on land or on sea - and on to resettlement adjustments,
mental health reaction and stresses occurr frequently. Innovative
responses are necessary.
ustment

We propose the

*

Inclusion
workers

and professional
, to meet the needs of the population;

* Services should include mental health and social adjustment areas,
dealt with in a holistic and
ted from
or ESL;

*

ive manner, and not separa-

staff of various
with refugees need
and sensitive cultural awareness, and problem awareness,
to help them be more sensitive to the needs of the population;
are needed to
better services and in the
of programs, via contractual
including
the utilization of MAAs.

Our agency
a reader purposes.

modules - slide shows and video tape and
are available for training and educational

If we can be of further assistance,
for documentation.

be in touch.

Thank you.
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materials

The Asian American
nity

Commu~

Asian Pad fie Social

Tlw ('Uffl<'ulum module pro-

Health Training

Viork Curriculum DPYt'!op-

vides a means for training and

funded in 197 2

men! Projt)ct

<-•duc:ttin}~

tlw (\'nLPr

ha-..

!raining

curriculum materials on

nf Asi(m

lhf' public and hu-

man :->{:rvict' workers eon-

witb the refugflPS.
The reader, videotape, and

th~)

c('fl ter

slide:-.how are to be used

includt>

jointly to provide an over-

and education.

the
and

prartic~

vie\\' and to encourage

fur~

tiler probing of the refugee

Island cornmu-

expt?rienee in Amc>rka.

nities.

CULTURES

BRIDGING CULTURES

BRIDGING CULTURES

Health

0J
l..:cJIP.C

nt

L()

Asian
a MICRO view of the refugee
in on social work pradiee

includt'
socioeconomic ch;JractPrist ics, social
nLo:ation. human behavior. and lhe
social work pradice with Southeast

illustrates an initial counselinrr s(:>ssion between
Through this
and Vietnamese
arP fllghhghtefl.
The rPactlons of the
other Asian Pacific human sPrvke workers to

Asians.
de-

ln addition to the

article,, the cultural
of the
\'ielntunesP, Lao, Lao Hmong. and
are pre~en tt>d.

Chine~P

A romprehensive bllJIWgrapJ

Southeast Asians,
been tompiled.

of the interview SP::..slon serve to further
reaction of the Southeast Asians.

materials on
work, has

;%'J color cassette
Includes slides,

·ndividuallv ounhased. $15.00

Includes videocassette
use.
CONSUL

separately.

fees will be charged
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The
available other resources documenting the Asian Pacific
ican experience. These
include slideshows,
films, and videotapes as
as con terence
reports, theses, r~;.,,a,,,,,-n,nc
and papers
of concern
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MENTAL HEALTH
PROJECT

es,C?<.. 90015

CUTS:
CORRESPONDING VOICES

SEPTIDfBER

1981

FARE\:JELL REMARKS

H

an idea
and were said and done in Ll
response to the cuts of mental health services and training of person power,

This issue of SEAR DISPATCH is
final publication this year and
this maybe is the "last hurrah" for
Southeast Asian Refugee Mental Heal
Training Project because of drastic
cuts by the Reagan Administration.

mental health and social
In
services from funding, California DSS based[
their
t:y. interpretations on the
1
legislative budget language" which in part,j
noted:

What is happening is
of fundamental philosophy
tration and staff of the

oJ

"Provided, that the top priority in
utilization of the federal fiscal year
funds remaining after the amounts
by county welfare departments
shall be the provision of employment,
language,
other services directly in support
the employment- directed acti viti es of . .•
as many refugees as possible to
economic self-sufficiency in the
shortest period of time."
effort to clarify DSS interon and for the agencies to further
understand the rationale of their decision,
Willie Brown and Assemblymen Art
lJ.gnos called a
to address the
issue - then came out with the following
statements, after the hearing. In part
the memorandlli~ stated:

*

staff has met with the Health
and Welfare Agency and its departments to request that the DSS'
or.i ti <-'s .include men tal health
and social adjustment services insofar as they, too, can demonstrate
a link to job readiness.

funded human services programs"
belief of more "private
provide human services. It is less
bread a butter issues and
and bullets, ala military
a replica of the i~age of
military complex."
The shift is radical,
trenchment, painful to many
to the poor, the low-middle
come, and the refugee population. As
cuts on human services are made
income people and providers of services
will be affected-economically and
because alternatives are few and the
called "safely nets" are no where
be
casted.
we echo th~ message
President, that the endowed
and citizens pick up the
and
development of efficient programs
producing self-sufficient and
viable projects. This does not
ever, that the needy, disabled,
gees be "cast away."
'j

~

//

Roy<!fl ,P'( Morales
ProJ·e~t Director
( Continued On Next Page,2)
~----------~~~~=:~~~~~~~~~~--------------~~----------~*~*:*~*!!*!*~*~*~*.**************
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Francisco:

* Mental health services

demanded by refugees represent those on the
most severe
tric end of the illness
continuum .... All such mental health
, have to be absorbed into
programs are
to work with Indochinese refu~
of the lack of bilinin
wrote:
noted:
conclusion,
that
must be a minimum
vices as health related, social
and mental health services in each region
there is a concentration of
effective, the various needs of each
must be dealt with concurrently ...
when services are coordinated."

resources I befor services is
health and

of service
the
cuts in mental health around the Los
County Mental Health
area , the Los
Board made the following motion:

will be
Senator
of
and Social
systems
have

County Mental

Joe Diaz, Executive
, responding to
Board letter, wrote:
2

ance of
services
for
as intended by the
of the Refugee Act of 1980, such as inemployment for refugees and that
funding be continued for mental health
programs pursuant to the legislative
intent."
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WHERE TO GO FRGr-1 HERE??
September 1981

gees.
The first ce1se invol
Cambodian fumi l'J.

tll the incoming Indochinese poputo the United States, California
vcd 173,955 of them as stated
Reports of August 21, 1981.
fornia has the highest number of refuin this country.
Indochinese refugees
resettled throughout California with
concentration in Los Angeles area,
Orange County, San Diego, San Francisco
Bay area and San Jose.

a

*********
Mr. U is a 45 year old Cambodi
refugee who came with his wife and
children.
They had lived one year
a ha.lf in Los Angeles County. He has
three children still in Cambodi
He
does not have any news from
in Cambodia since he left.

Once they have been resettled by their
sponsors, refugees have to face the many
daily living situations in their life,
such as language, employment, transportation, education, financial, food, etc ....
Government funded projects have been established to provide such support for
refugees, but many are still being unserved
due to inadequate funds and the scattered
resettlement location. With the Reagan
administration, many funded services will
diminish or close down. Southeast Asian
Mental llcalth Training Project is

Mr. U's family receives public
assistance. Mr. U attended ESL
and his wife stayed
their children.
Our worker was involved with
family initially because she noticed
of the daughters ages 7 and 5 were
having problems with their
daughters were slow in responding
They were
verbal instructions.
ing slowly in school. r1fter contact
with the children's school to veri
their conditions, it was confirmed
their hearing were severe enough and
needed treatment.

Los Angeles County has a small unit
de mental health services for the
Needless to say, this is not
to cover the Los Angeles County.
Since S.E.A.R. was funded in 1978 by
federal to provide training and
service to refugees, many of the clients
we have served faced numerous problems.
th the limited training of the staff
and resources in the community, our mental health workers and trainees worked
d77
y to secure assistance for the
clients.

Our worker worked v1i th the
and the children regarding doctor's
recommendation for corrective surgery.
Since the family faced many basic survival needs, the parents were slow
respond to their children's need
was also culturall~ in conflict with
their social and economic status to
surgery, because this family was .from
agricultural background.

Since majority of the refugee clients
not speak English, our workers became
main channel of communication for
them. Often times, the clients would
call on them beyond their hours of duty
for help.
The following three case presentations demonstrate how the program
de services to the Indochinese refu-

3
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Meanwhile Mr. U began to have
plaints of not being able to
or
eat.
He could not concentrate in his
study.
He described uhc had lost his
mind." He felt very jumpy at times.
complained of beinq tired ancl lack
energy for any kind of activi
This
(Continued on Next Page)

Fro~:;

DILEMMAS: Where Do 0/e Go

6 months.

He

tvere many problems presented in
1 y.
F il'S t, OUl' WOl'kel' took Mrs.
to mental health clinics for treatment.
Because
~ N was breast feeding her new
born baby, in view of her physical and
mental
tion . . we had to work with a
th

service

visiting nurse to discontinue her breast
feeding.
our worker collaborated with the
health c.Iinics and mental health clinics
to qet appropriate assistance for Mrs. N
herself.

provide supU to deal <vi th

with the marriage
of intense involvement
U has presently rcfunctioning.
His two
their ear operations
is stablized and in

~

IV was not spending time

home to

help with
household chores.
He spent
money on gamhlinq and drinking.
Our work
provided many ori0ntation and counseling
on cultural
, family planning,
routine dai
knowledge, child care,
and related
with this couple.

*********
Because of the strong emotional SUJr
port established with the mental health
worker, Mrs. N had decided on an adequate
family plan~ing method and her physical
and mental condition improve remarkably.

is about a Laotian

34 years old Laotian
came to
United States ·
nine months ago
th her husband
c~ree young daughters.
Their ages
11.
Mrs.
was referred
interpretation of
She had three episodes
followed by vomiting of
containing pieces of blood.

*********
The third case involves a Vietnamese
Chinese woman
Ms. H is
24 year old Vietnamese
Chinese woman.
was referred by a
social service agency because of her inappropriate behavior. She came to the
United States about eight months age with
her friends.
Two of her younger brothers
came to the United States recently.
They
lived in
one bed room apartment.

with Mrs. N,
She was afraid
and she worried

her
and gave

children~

Ms. H was accompanied by her younger

response to

sibling.
appeared

the time of interview, she
She was afraid to go to

fearful~

school and
work by h<:>rself. She said
the police were following her.
When she
was
cJosed all the windows and
door.
room.
She

at the time of

was worrying Jbout her- f'inancial

situation~

She was sad.

at times ..

(~ur

Mr. N

community worker collJborated with

health clinics to provide psqchiatIn view
the lanquaqe

in Lao

ticnt basics Nith very
commllni t~· worker to
~~(Con~t~ N~xt i?age)

bt~
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HEALTH DILENMAS

SECRETARY

II

tained
client beside office visit.
some improvement, but she
resistance to take medication
tinued her therapy.
Later, she
tinued her treatm~n altogether.

we regret to inform you that
to
Child Care, Mental-Health
lated, and/or Social Adjustment
to refugees in Federal Fiscal Year
1982 are not being funded by the
of Social Services (DSS), due to
.limitations.

health service is quite
the Indochinese
tion
of its negative stigma.
aJis complicates our works
Our workers
de
services, community outreach,
Due to the limited reare
many demanding situations
mental health needs. With
of S .E .A .R.
, the
population will go unserved
area of Los Angeles

~~ile the DSS received
$60 million worth of requests
variety of refugee services, only
million was available for contract
This represents a drastic cut from
million awarded for FFY 1981
vices contracts. Additionally, it was
necessary to limit the services selected
for funding in FFY 1982 in accordance
the provisions of the refugee services
delivery system mandated by the State
Legislature in this year's budget control
language.

***************

The budget control language
that refugee services funds be used
assist th~ largest number of
attain self-sufficiency as quickly as
possible. Based on this language,
services have been defined as being
effective in achieving that goal:
ment, English-as-a-Second Language,
tional English-as-a-Second Language,
tional Training, and Health-Related Ser~
vices.
In order to maximize the attain~
ment of refugee self-sufficiency wi
available resources, funding cou.l onl
awarded to competitive proposals for
provision of the aforementioned "core"
services.

!STANCE OR HELP?
A VOLAG

PACIFIC FAMILY OUTREACH
(213) 436-4284

C WELFARE BUREAU
(213) 385-7211

EXT.

318

SERVICES CENTER
(213) 680-4288

IONAL INSTITUTE

Sincerely,

(213) 483-4970

SOCIAL SERVICES

Mario G. Ob1cdo
Secretary

(213) 781-0225

ORE PROJECT

(Sgd.)

(213) 679-9014
****************

Joe Diaz
Executive Assistant to
Secretary
Deputy Secretary,
and 01e1fare

9/8/1981

(See OB,JECTION p. 12)
*******************
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Vietnam and
and c
skills in office and business work.
Has a California driver's license.
ancestry, educated
writes Vietnamese,
He
for the
; worked for
les, and with
Has a California

ances

, educated
nursing,addi
the SEARMHTP and
Mental Health Worker,
in office/secretarial j
writes Vietnamese,
ish. Has a California driver
license.

to

for indivivarious
lems,

in
s., with a Master in
Work, of Chinese ancestry and
writes Chinese,
ish. She worked
children and adolescents, residentia
work;
SEARMHTP
and trainees for 2 years; ac
with Asian and Pacific Community based
ions and
sional groups$
lifornia driver 1 s license.

and educational promeet

and writes
s • Educated

Col
s

f

and are
res
to
for the Catholic Welthe SEARMHTP for the
Ca fornia driver's

~vri

counse
ancestry, speaks and
Cambodian French, and English,
in his home country and in Be
involved with community work-cul
and
tional
California driver's license.

tes

(Continued on Next
6
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AV:ULABLE

REFUGEE FORUM ACTIONS
ancestry, he
Cambodian
in his home country. In adhis counseling skills and outskills
cultural programs
Has a California driver's

At its last meeting the
of L?s Angeles County acted M/S/C
foll'wing agenda:
Suggest to the State
Committee (SAC) to DSS that
feasibility study be made on
the merger of the citizen
Advisory Committee and SAC,
for comprehensive and coordinated planning for refugees
program and to save money;

ancestry, speaks Lao and English.
include
with resetThailand, as a nurse in her
country. In the Long Beach area, she
for the Asian Pacific Family OutShe has a California driver's

Letter be sent to DSS "conde:rr.ned,
the department for their con~
flicting and confusing
on funding cuts and use or not
use "savings" within the projects;

Lao ancestry, speaks, Lao, Thai, English,
, and Laotheung ( Lao dialect ) educaLaos and taught social studies and
in his home country and refugee
, Thailand. Has some experience warwith UA AID to Laos. Ha~been involwith community based organizatioruand
a California driver's license.

*

31, 1981;

ancestry, speaks and writes Lao,
, and some French. Educated
in nursing, worked in hospital as
, and as a nurse aid in Hawaii; did
volunteer and worked closely with refamilies-social service and translaHawaii. Has a California driver's

*****************
HEALTH RESOURCES WORKSHOP
OCTOBER 29th, Thursday, 8:30-11:00 AM
LA VALLEY COLLEGE, MONARCH HALL
5800 Fulton, Van Nuys
INFO: John Wareham, United \.Jay
tJOR~'102

That the Los Angeles Forum
be incorporated by December

*

Revise the bylaws accordingly;

*

That a ''linkages committee"
the Forum be established for
coordination of services between the funded contractors
and government agencies; and

*

Approved the nominated slate
of officers for the October
Election; as follows:

Chair

Than Pok
International Institute

1st V/Pres.

Mike Friedline
World Relief

2nd V/Pres.

Due Haw Do
Catholic Welfare Bureau

Secretary

Sally Jacobsen
Indochinese Refugee Center

Treasurer

Phat Makdara
Los Angeles Unified School
District

7

*****************

*********************************
7
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N
Tuyet

Nguyen,

MSW

social service programs overwhelmed me
The cuts a
minorities, the needy and

the poor, the .Low socio-economic classes
whom the

social workers
going to
outand employed brand-new social workers?
practicing our coping mechanisms
and be strong 1 friends!
th
Approximately 500,000 Indochinese
settled in
,000 in Californi,c;,
and about 75,000
Being a
Vietnamese "Msvr• social worker I would
certainly find my niche. So far this has
been an
usion.
Maybe most prospective
jobs
Indochinese programs were gone, or

Laura P:l ~ _. my thesis

j

good luck on my graduastill smiled with belief, hope
classmate gave a speech with
concern over the tight economy
prospects for social programs
Administration. Many of us,
, were so happy to see ourselves
enter our career paths, being

with

of job opportuni tie.s,

t11ese would have to take a little "p"
(poll tical) arrangement within closed circles.
So the needs of the community are
there, the needs of the "brand new" social
workers are there, but who says that they
be fullfi lled?

''brand new" social v;orkers .
not let Reagan's grin bother me that

My friend K.T., MSW, is going to construction work.
D.Y., MSW, is thinking
of an MBA program although he is so "saturated"
th school.
Some other friends
went back to tlJC same jobs they left pricYL
to the MSW program.

since then.
X any
new" social workers are
looking for jobs. Some were luckier
Some were settled with lowworks which require 10-yearintellect and skills.
In
work, we were taught to cope, be
Maybe we are given
chance
this philosophy.
Being

We are still smiling, though, with
more cynicism and some credulity.
Is ir
after all,
fe in a big city"???!
***************

t
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GOOD LUO< !tilTH ALL OF YOU"

i
I

The learning experiences I got from
S.E.A.R's (Southeast Asian
Mental Health Project ) is wonderful
helpful, interesting. I am
more new knowledges and skills to
our own refugee community,
One thing that is unforgetable
is that the staff are so friendly
and nice. I enjoy and thank you for
being a part of the training program.
I will always be glad to be back if
S.E.A.R. refunded.
Sincerely and Thank you,
BANH SINGNGAM

ASIANS

IN
Perhaps, i f there were more mental
health workers the recent reports of suicide, mental health breakdown and marital
discord would have been avoided. Sad

Southeast Asians have been
Community Mental

Training Center scholarship awards
Work

according to
Director.

Tuyet Nga Nguyen
both are of Vietnamese
the School of Social
Bossebo Kong, of Cambodian
is also at the School of

following statistics com·
Consi
piled by the Asian ?acific Counseling Center, via the Indochinese Men tal Ileal th
and the Southeast Asian Refugee Mental Healti1 Training Project, for the month
ct· July.

was based on several
such as interest in social work
academic excellence, in uddition to
ti vi ty to the needs of the communiin the resettlement
F

433 individuals were served by the
IMHC broken down into specific direct courseling, home visits, and information and
referral.

According to Morales, last year,
Southeast Asian social workers were
supported through the same program - Than
Sang Quy Do, and Tuyet Nguyen - and
since qrz;duated.

529 persons have been served up-todate by the SEAR Mental Health Training
Project with 1600 hours of counseling for
the month of July.
900 hours were spent
on training, education, and consultation
for trainees and mental health workers.

~~ree

As effort to produce needed person
in t.hc fi cl d, through funds from
DHSS, NIMH, Social vlork Training Branch,
grants arc given to several students from

po~;er

Daniel Le, director of the IMHC, a Los
1lngeles County funded program said that
because of the increasincr demand for ser·..
vices, additional staff would relieve the
gap, temporarily. Said Le, "Although one
staff member will be joining us shortly,
additional pressure will be coming i f the
current mental health proejcts are defunded."

the Asian, Pacific, and Soutl1east Asian

cornmuni ties.
In addition to the students named,
following students were also selected
Ahn, 2nd y0ar, Social

awardees:

along -:.·Ji th Ron Furuyama, and
USC; and at the UCLA
Welfare are:

******************

CLI

':}Car, Joyce Jinde,
Luu and
2nri 'lt?ar and Kong is in the

SUCCESS STORY

Ogawa~

llai Le,
Vietnamese who was a
clicn: of Nancy ClJ!I1Il'dns in the Redwood City
:~str~ct was the subject of a number of
reature stories in the Bay Area press. one
of the Vietnamese "boat people" and .deaf
since birth, Hai Le was referred by NanoJ
to Goodwill of Santa Clara County and
sequently employed by Four Phase Systems in
Cupertino as an electronics assembler.

***************

fnsticutc,
r l y H! vd.

;sub-

- 9 A:'1

October 20th,

Los

2121 W.
Lcs,

CA
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(From State Dept. of Rehab Review 7f.Z"81)

I

AND

FOREIGN ACCENT DISCRIMINATI
VIOLATION OF TITLE VII

PUBLICATIONS

On May 7, 1981, the U.S. Distri
Court for Western District of Oklahoma
that the University of Oklahoma
Title VII of the Civil Riqhts Act
as amended when it deprived Donaciano
of a
in t/w
lab ora tory because
pi no} accent.
The court
versity's argument that Carino's
accent will impair the performance of
supervisory duties.

you:r :resource fi
and reading
, the following publications are
recommended:
QUYEN LUAT DINH CUA PEW
BI DANH DAP TAl CALIFORNIA
LEGAL RIGHTS OF BATTERED
WOMEN OF CALIFORNIA
(Order copies in Vietnames from,
Voluntary Legal Services Program
555 Franklin Street
San
CA 94102)

The Court also states, that a
accent does qualify as immutab.Ie character·~
istics because a foreign accent is not
to change by a person who was born and
for a long time in a foreign country.·
court states, "the allegation that the
plaintif.f's accent hampered his job performance appears to be either a conveilien
excuse or the rcsul t of an inaccurate presumption on the part of certain dental
college facul t~J·"

AI DIEU BAN NEN BIET
VE
TD-CHUC NGIIIEP DOAN TAI HOA-KY
(
Lien-Doan Lao Dong Va
Hiep-lfoi To-Chuc Ky-Nghe lloa Ky)
Social Work
t Asian Refugees
This READER provides background information on the Southeast Asian history
of
tion and socio-economic characteristics; social policy; community
zation; human behavior and the
environment; and social work
The cultural values of the
, Lao, Hmong, and Cambodians
with bibliographical

(Quarterly Report, EEOC', Washington, D • •
Vol. 3, No.2, September, 1981)
****************

IMMIGRATION AND REFUGEE POLICI
OPPOSED
Opposition to President's
Immigration policies is gaining
because of the r:epressi ve and regressive
nature of the key elements of the adminis~
t.ration 's proposal.

can be ordered from
.:LA1TR.4C
1300 West Olympic Boulevard,
Suite 303
Los Angeles, CA 90015
Price:
$15.00 plus postage/shipping

President Reagan unveiled his
JulLJ 30, with the following features:

********'********

*
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Imposing sanctions against
employers knowingly hiring
illegal al ients, with fines
of $500-$1,000.
Tighten
Border Patrol and ent·orC("'ment.
Penalty for hiring
undocumented Aliens;

I

,renew-

To
Secre
t
1
Presidc'IJ t, we say,
rate cuts in funds for
care, social services, and

guarantee,
, the worker
ish

:vE OBJECT
for funding
oyment
t
ally sick or the
the
ve
nst the have nots.

Cuban and Haitian
thin five years;
away unwanted refugees

WE OBJECT to the
sector will take on the
when in fact, the United Way
are saying, "NO rv/!Y CAN rvE PROVIDE
AND l!DDRESS ALL THE ISSUES BEING
TO US BY THE GOVERNNENT."

t 50,000
Mexican
t workers", a test for
years, but they would be
e for basic services
such as welfare, food stamps,
oymt'nt benefits und

rvE OBJECT to the idea
n fact the
ng; the mi
weaponry
prisons, hi
sk<Jscrapers
ng; and there ure
for the medflies and extravagant
campai
and advertizinqs.
1 <c'SS resources

1

even if
arc tax payers.
fvife and children cunnot
n them;
Raise: the annual immigration
for Mexico and Canada
to 40,000 each,
is running
nst oppoDemocrats and Republicans, as
various groups for the inhumane attitercd
the
; that
workers would Liood the west
with cheiilp labor, drive down
union o
zing; to
, who would discriminate
; and without identification
who would be pc:nalized.

v,'E INSIST t:hat services
workers for the mentally and
ill, the abused and abusers,
and what not-roaming the streets
in the closets or the victims of
suicide will be here with
among the well, the ful.ly empl
[fluent,
our livesnot _jus th1nish away.
YES' YOUR !lONORS I

OB,JECTION.

***************

been
Refugees in with direct counseling
for these past 6 years and without
continued support from the State
Government, the refugees will no
no where else to go and to
strongly
that SEAR Mental
Project should be funded
cal year 1981/1982.
l2
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DISPATCH
Asian_ Refugees Mental Health
and Prevention Project
Olympic Boulevard, Ste. 303
CA 90015
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the Budget Control Language upon the
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rtment of Public Health, discriminatory restrictions have been placed
whom may receive services.

Health related support services may be

provided for an adult, usually male, primary wage earner, but not for his
~:v:ife

nor for his small child suffer

from an·

ear infection.

provision has been made for emergency translation services nor for trans-

In order to insure smooth and successful acculturation of refugees,all of
their

self-sufficiency needs including the need for health related,

rna

mental health related and social adjustment services must be addressed.
Self-sufficiency requires a comprehensive system of service delivery if it
is to be effectively attained.

tr'<'

t<md;n'i ,1L of program planning and development, some guarantee of
y,m,~
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month
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Sta fing at:d program continuity are problematical on a year to year basis,

but they are next to impossible on a six month basis.
to
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oJ:

ConsequePtly, in order

service delivery, more stability \vithin the

process needs to achieved.
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